Millennials urged to create legacies on social media

BY PETER KATZ
pkatz@westfairinc.com

Kim Ruby, CEO of the White Plains-based Ruby Media Group, told those attending the 2019 Westfair Communications Millennial Awards ceremony that living in the social media age gives millennials a unique opportunity to have a lasting impact. Ruby was the keynote speaker for the event that took place at Serafina at the Italian Club in Stamford.

"You have this huge opportunity to take the knowledge base that you have developed and acquired in your career and start now and record it," Ruby said. "You can record it in so many different ways that have not been available to people that have come before us," she said.

Ruby, who has more than a dozen years of experience in public relations and has been a featured commentator on Fox News, CNN, "Good Morning America" and other television stations, said millennials who are social media savvy have unique opportunities to create legacies incorporating the knowledge they accumulate throughout their careers.

"It’s a great opportunity to say, ‘Just having all of this knowledge in and of itself in your brain isn’t enough. I believe as leaders, and all of you are leaders in this room today because you’ve won this award, we have the responsibility to pass knowledge on and one of the ways that I believe we can do that is through social media,'" Ruby said.

One of her goals is to change the perception of women on television. "Watch what people say about men when they’re on TV," she said. "What they say is, ‘I heard what you had to say, you sounded really great.’ What do we say about women when they’re on TV? ‘You look great.’ And one of my key missions as a woman on television is to change that conversation. I want to change that conversation when we see a woman..."
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experts for their entrepreneurial spirit, passion and the lasting impact they've been having in Westchester and Fairfield. Instead of acceptance speeches, the recipients were asked to pretend that they were posting a photo of themselves accepting the award to Instagram and come up with a caption for the photo in six words or less.

"The future starts today, not tomorrow," said McDonnell. Varnano said, "The adventures continue tomorrow." Alam made sure her six words reflected her professional specialty and said, "Let's increase pelvic health awareness - millenniums." Gould said, "Thanks all who have inspired me."

The presenting sponsor along with Westfair was the IGEm School of Business.

The benefiting sponsor was the Connecticut Fund for the Environment, "Save the Sound."

Innovators were Aquarion Water Company and Yale New Haven Health Greenwich Hospital.

Community leaders were: Enea Scanlan & Sirignano LLP; Wealth Continuum Group; Investors; Vail's Pennant Wines & Liquors; Westchester Institute for Human Development; and DFRico Jewelry.

Mentors included: Barman Financial Group - The SIG Team; CR, Rujii Menon; Center for Children's Advocacy; Gloria Ferrier; kinapure; Blossom Flower; Webster Bank; Forlset; Miotteto; WWF; Le Caprice Paris Intuitive Interiors; Perfect Provenance; Salt Cave; and Helen Atkinson.

Vendors who were with Vails included: Villa Ponsi; Cylinder Vodka; Sono 420; and Litchfield Distillery.
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